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A ring is called quasi-Frobenius (QF) if it is right or left selﬁnjective and right or left artinian (all
four combinations being equivalent). The study of these rings grew out of the theory of represen-
tations of a ﬁnite group: if G is ﬁnite, the group algebra kG is quasi-Frobenius (in fact, it is even
a Frobenius algebra). Quasi-Frobenius rings capture the module theoretic properties of group algebras,
or more generally, of Frobenius algebras.
A theorem of Faith and Walker [5] states that a ring R is quasi-Frobenius if and only if any left
(or right) R-module embeds in a free left (or right) R-module. More generally, a ring R is said to be
left (right) FGF if this condition holds for ﬁnitely generated left (right) R-modules. The FGF conjecture
states that every left FGF ring is quasi-Frobenius. It has been proved in several contexts, in particular
when the ring veriﬁes some ﬁniteness condition (for left or right noetherian rings, for semiregular
rings whose Jacobson radical is T-nilpotent) and also when there is some duality between left and
right R-modules (for left and right FGF rings, in particular for commutative rings). In his survey [3],
Faith gives a proof for completely FGF rings, i.e. in the case that every factor ring of R is left FGF.
It is to expect that pseudocompact and proﬁnite algebras are a good context to allow the FGF con-
jecture to hold, since they have certain ﬁniteness properties (the “locally ﬁnite” property of coalgebras
and comodules). Pseudocompact algebras are topological algebras with a basis of neighborhoods of 0
consisting of coﬁnite ideals, and which are Hausdorff complete; they are precisely the algebras arising
as duals of coalgebras, and they are always proﬁnite. Also, any proﬁnite algebra (i.e. prolimit of ﬁnite
dimensional algebras) admits at least one such pseudocompact topology, i.e. is the dual of a coalgebra.
In this paper we prove that the FGF conjecture holds for pseudocompact algebras. Actually, we prove
something more general and quite less expectable: every pseudocompact algebra whose left (or right)
cyclic modules are torsionless is ﬁnite dimensional QF.
Another important open question is what has come to be called Faith’s conjecture: “Any left self-
injective semiprimary ring is QF” (see [3] and [14] for more information about this conjecture). We
show that if A is left semiartinian and left selﬁnjective then A is a ﬁnite dimensional QF algebra,
which is a more general statement than the above conjecture.
A ring R such that every faithful left R-module generates the category R-Mod of left R-modules
is called left pseudo-Frobenius (PF). In [1], Azumaya introduced this type of rings as a generalization
of QF rings. We will see (Theorem 3.8) that for proﬁnite algebras the notion is symmetric and also
implies that the algebra is ﬁnite dimensional QF.
We also propose suitable analogues for the notions of PF in the setting of pseudocompact algebras.
A ring R is left PF if and only if it is left selﬁnjective and any left simple module embeds in R . For
a pseudocompact algebra, there is a coalgebra C such that A = C∗ and a class of rational A-modules.
It is then natural to weaken the PF property to left “Rat-PF” by asking that A is left selﬁnjective and
left simple rational modules embed in A. We show that this is also left–right symmetric and that
these algebras are precisely the duals of quasi-co-Frobenius coalgebras, or shortly QcF coalgebras, an
important notion in coalgebra theory. Recall that a coalgebra C is said to be left QcF if and only if C
embeds in a product (equivalently, coproduct) power of C∗; this is also equivalent to saying that C
is projective as a left C∗-module (equivalently, right C-comodule). We show that A = C∗ is left (or
right) Rat-PF if and only if C is left and right quasi-co-Frobenius. This connects the coalgebra notions
with the module properties of the dual convolution algebra.
2. Preliminaries
In this section we ﬁx the basic notations and recall a few deﬁnitions and basic concepts in coalge-
bra theory. We refer to [2] and [16] for more details.
The coalgebras we will work with will be k-coalgebras, where k is a ﬁeld. For coalgebras and
comodules we use Sweedler’s notation. We denote by CM and MC the categories of left and right
comodules over C respectively. It is well known that both are Grothendieck categories and therefore
they have enough injective objects. Similarly, if A is an algebra over k, we denote by AM and MA
the categories of left and right modules over A respectively.
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f (x) = 0 ∀x ∈ X} ⊆ V ∗ and Y⊥ = {v ∈ V | f (v) = 0 ∀ f ∈ Y } ⊆ V .
The operator ⊥⊥ is a closure operator on subspaces of V ∗ . The induced topology is called the
ﬁnite topology of V ∗ . It is well known that for every subspace S ⊆ V , we have S⊥⊥ = S and that if T
is a ﬁnite dimensional subspace of V ∗ then T⊥⊥ = T (i.e. every ﬁnite dimensional subspace of V ∗ is
closed under the ﬁnite topology).
Let C be a coalgebra. Consider C as a right C-comodule. We recall that the coradical of C , denoted
by C0, is the sum of all simple right coideals in C .
We can deﬁne by recursion an ascending chain
0 = C0 ⊆ C1 ⊆ C2 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Cn ⊆ · · ·
of right subcomodules of C as follows. Let C0 = soc(C) be the coradical of C and for any n ∈N deﬁne
Cn+1 such that soc( CCn ) =
Cn+1
Cn
. It can be proved that if we make the construction by regarding C
as a left comodule, we obtain the same chain. Thus, Cn is a left and right subcomodule of C ; more
precisely, Cn is a subcoalgebra of C . The above deﬁned chain is called the coradical ﬁltration of C . Since





If S is a simple right (left) comodule, we will denote by E(S) its injective envelope. We can assume





where S ranges among the terms of a decomposition C0 =⊕i Si into a direct sum of simple right
(left) comodules.
Every right (left) C-comodule can be thought as a left (right) C∗-module via the action f ⇀
m =∑m0 f (m1) (respectively m ↼ f =∑ f (m−1)m0). In particular C will be a right and a left C∗-
module. Left (right) C∗-modules M arising this way from right (left) C-comodules are called rational
left (right) C∗-modules. That is, a left C∗-module M is rational if for which for every m ∈ M there are
(mi)i=1,...,n ∈ M and (ci)i=1,...,n ∈ C such that f ⇀m =∑mi f (ci) for all f ∈ C∗ . This means that the
category of right (left) C-comodules is equivalent to the category of left (right) rational C∗-modules.
Proﬁnite and pseudocompact algebras. The following statements are equivalent for an algebra A:
• A is an inverse limit of ﬁnite dimensional algebras.
• A admits a Hausdorff and complete topological algebra structure, with a basis of neighborhoods
of 0 consisting of two sided ideals of ﬁnite codimension.
• A = C∗ , for some coalgebra C .
We refer the reader to [2] for more details. In the ﬁrst case, we say that A is a proﬁnite algebra. In the
second case, A carries a topology τ and we say that (A, τ ) is a pseudocompact algebra. This topology
comes from the structure of C , and C∗ is a pseudocompact algebra with the basis of neighborhoods
of 0 given by X⊥ , where X ranges over the ﬁnite dimensional subcoalgebras of C . In fact, the cat-
egory of pseudocompact algebras with continuous morphisms and that of coalgebras with coalgebra
morphisms are in duality. However, note that it could be the case that a proﬁnite algebra A is of the
form A ∼= C∗ and A ∼= D∗ for two different coalgebras C and D , and so might admit two different
structures of pseudocompact algebra (i.e. different topologies). However, some properties of such al-
gebras do not depend on the topology (i.e. on the coalgebra giving rise to A), while others – such as
those involving rational modules – require that the coalgebra C is given (ﬁxed). Many of the results
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is, of the coalgebra C to which the algebra A is dual), and will therefore be stated in the more general
context of proﬁnite algebras.
3. FGF conjecture for proﬁnite algebras
Let R be a ring. We say that R is a left D-ring if every left ideal in R is an annihilator (of some
subset of R; see [3] for example). It is easy to note that R is a left D-ring if and only if every cyclic left
R-module embeds in a (product) power of R . Indeed, any such embedding of some R/I is given by a
morphism of left modules R → Rα , r 	→ (rxi)i∈α with kernel I = {r | rxi = 0, ∀i}, which is equivalent
to saying that I is the left annihilator of the set {xi | i ∈ I}. Our ﬁrst result will show that a proﬁnite
algebra which is a left (or right) D-ring must be ﬁnite dimensional.
In what follows, A will be an algebra over a ﬁeld k which is pseudocompact (or proﬁnite), so
A = C∗ , where C is some k-coalgebra.
Proposition 3.1. Every left annihilator in C∗ is closed under the ﬁnite topology of C∗ .
Proof. As I is a left annihilator, there is some H ⊆ C∗ , such that I = { f ∈ C∗ | f · h = 0, ∀h ∈ H}. Now
note that f ·h = 0 if and only if ∑ f (c1)h(c2) = 0, for all c ∈ C , equivalently, f |{∑ c1h(c2)|c∈C} = 0. Thus,
if we denote X =∑h∈H {
∑
c1h(c2) | c ∈ C}, we have that f ∈ I if and only if f |X = 0, so I = X⊥ and
thus I is closed. 
Lemma 3.2. Let (In)n be an ascending chain (In ⊆ In+1) of closed ideals of A = C∗ . Then⋃n In is closed if and
only if the chain terminates (In = In+1 = · · ·).
Proof. If the sequence terminates then the assertion is trivial. For the converse, assume I =∑n In =⋃
n In is closed, so I = X⊥ . Let In = X⊥n ; then In ⊆ In+1 yields Xn ⊇ Xn+1. Note that X = (X⊥)⊥ =






n Xn . If we assume that the chain X1 ⊇ X2 ⊇ · · · does not terminate,
we can choose xn ∈ Xn \ Xn+1, and we can easily see that the sum of vector spaces X +∑n kxn
is direct. This allows us to get an f ∈ C∗ such that f (xn) = 1, for all n and f |X = 0 (completed
suitably to a linear function on C ). But then f ∈ X⊥ = I and f /∈ X⊥n = In for all n, so f /∈
⋃
n In = I ,
a contradiction. Therefore Xn = Xn+1 = · · · from some n onward, and this shows that the sequence
I1 ⊆ I2 ⊆ · · · ⊆ In ⊆ · · · must terminate as well. 
Remark 3.3. Note that the above lemma also shows a remarkable fact about the closed ideals of a
pseudocompact algebra A = C∗: any such ideal is either ﬁnitely generated, or otherwise, it is not
countably generated! Indeed, if I is countably generated then it is the union of an ascending chain
of ﬁnitely generated ideals, which are then closed (see for example [9, Lemma 1.1]). Since I is closed,
I must be the union of only ﬁnitely many of these ideals. So the above lemma restates equivalently
that any closed countably generated ideal of C∗ is ﬁnitely generated.
Part of the following lemma is found in [15, Lemma 3.2]. Although we only need the equivalence of
(i) and (ii), we include (iii) with a new short proof which does not use any general module theoretic
result, and only uses the observation of Lemma 3.2.
Lemma 3.4. Let C be a coalgebra. The following assertions are equivalent:
(i) Any left ideal of C∗ is closed.
(ii) C∗ is left Noetherian.
(iii) C is an artinian left comodule (right C∗-module).
Proof. (ii) ⇒ (i) is easy, since any ﬁnitely generated left ideal of C∗ is closed (this is a well-known
fact; one can also see [9, Lemma 1.1]).
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their union is closed. Because every ideal is closed, the latices of the left ideals of C∗ and left subco-
modules of C are in duality by the X → X⊥ correspondence, and so C is an artinian C-comodule.
(iii) ⇒ (ii) Let I be a left ideal and assume it is not ﬁnitely generated; then there is a sequence of
ideals In =∑ni=1 C∗ai with an+1 /∈ In for all n, so I1 ⊆ I2  · · · In  · · · is an ascending chain of left
ideals. They are closed (since they are ﬁnitely generated), so In = X⊥n with Xn = I⊥n , and we have a
descending chain X1  X2  · · · Xn ⊇ · · · of left subcomodules of C which does not terminate (since
if Xn = Xn+1 then In = X⊥n = X⊥n+1 = In+1) which is a contradiction. 
In the following proof, we will use known facts on Loewy length of comodules, which are also
found in [10], Section 2.
Theorem 3.5. If a proﬁnite algebra A is a left D-ring, then it is ﬁnite dimensional.
Proof. Let A = C∗ for some coalgebra C . First note that if C∗ is a left D-ring then any left ideal of
C∗ is closed by Proposition 3.1 and then C∗ is left Noetherian by Lemma 3.4. Thus, C is artinian
as left C-comodule by the duality between the latices of left ideals of C∗ and left coideals of C
(any left ideal of C∗ is closed). This shows that all Cn/Cn−1 are ﬁnite dimensional (such C is said
to be of ﬁnite type), so each Cn is then ﬁnite dimensional. We show that Cn = C for some n. As-
sume not; then for each n, C∗n is a cyclic left C∗-module, so there is some embedding C∗n ↪→ (C∗)k(n) .
The power here can be assumed ﬁnite since C∗n is ﬁnite dimensional. Let lw(M) denote the Loewy
length of a semiartinian module M . Since lw(C∗n ) = lw(Cn) = n, we have that (C∗)k(n) contains left
submodules of Loewy length at least n, and this shows that Ln((C∗)k(n)) = Ln−1((C∗)k(n)), and then
also Ln(C∗) = Ln−1(C∗). But this contradicts the fact that C∗ is left Noetherian, since the sequence of
left submodules L0(C∗) L1(C∗) L2(C∗) · · · of C∗ does not terminate. 
Using the results of [13], it is shown in [3, Corollary 7.2] that a ﬁnite dimensional algebra which is
a left (or a right) D-ring is necessarily QF. Thus we have a nice generalization of that statement from
ﬁnite dimensional algebras to proﬁnite ones:
Corollary 3.6. A proﬁnite algebra which is a left (or right) D-ring is necessarily a QF ring. Moreover, it is ﬁnite
dimensional.
We can use this to see that the FGF conjecture of Faith, which asks whether a ring R with the
property that every ﬁnitely generated A-module embeds in a free one is necessarily QF, holds for the
class of proﬁnite (and of pseudocompact) algebras.
Corollary 3.7. Let A be a proﬁnite algebra. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) Every ﬁnitely generated left A-module embeds in a free one.
(ii) Every cyclic left A-module embeds in a free one.
(iii) A is a ﬁnite dimensional QF algebra.
Proof. Obviously, (i) implies (ii) and (ii) implies that A is a left D-ring, and this implies (iii) by the
previous Corollary 3.6. Also, (iii) implies (i) and (iii) implies (ii) for any QF ring. 
4. Proﬁnite PF algebras
In this section we characterize those proﬁnite algebras which are QF, or more generally left (right)
PF or two sided PF, and we also obtain some condition under which the comodule categories are
either quasi-Frobenius or Frobenius.
A ring is left PF if and only if it is an injective cogenerator for its left modules and PF if it is
left and right PF. A ring R is called left Kasch if every simple left R-module embeds in R . It is well
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by establishing the connection between these notions and those of (left or right) QcF introduced for
coalgebras, that is, the connection between a coalgebra C being left and/or right QcF and C∗ being
left and/or right PF. One such connection is known (see [2, 3.3.8 & 3.3.9]): if C is a left QcF coalgebra,
then C∗ is right selﬁnjective, and C∗ is right selﬁnjective if and only if C is ﬂat as a left C∗-module.
We introduce the following deﬁnition, which seems natural in the setting of pseudocompact algebras:
Deﬁnition 4.1. (i) Let A be a pseudocompact algebra; we say it is left (right) Rat–Kasch if any simple
pseudocompact A-module embeds in A. Equivalently, if C is a coalgebra, we say that C∗ is left (right)
Rat–Kasch if every simple rational left (right) C∗-module embeds in C∗ .
(ii) A pseudocompact algebra A = C∗ will be called left (right) Rat-PF if it is left (right) Rat–Kasch
and left (right) selﬁnjective.
We note that as for PF rings, we have that a pseudocompact algebra A = C∗ is left Rat–Kasch and
left selﬁnjective if and only if C∗ is left selﬁnjective and cogenerates all rational C∗-modules. Indeed,
if C∗ is left selﬁnjective and left Rat–Kasch, since every rational left C∗-module M has essential socle
M0, we can ﬁnd an embedding j : M0 → (C∗)γ into a power of C∗ . This extends to a morphism
j : M → (C∗)γ , which is injective because M0 is essential in M . We can then think of these two
conditions left Rat–Kasch and left selﬁnjective as being a suitable analogue notion for that of PF rings in
the context of pseudocompact algebras, which we may call left Rat-PF.
In the following, we show that this notion of Rat-PF for a pseudocompact algebra A = C∗ is left–
right symmetric and is equivalent to the coalgebra C being QcF.
Obviously, if a pseudocompact algebra is left Kasch, then it is also left Rat–Kasch. We immediately
see that:
Proposition 4.2. If C is left QcF, then C∗ is left Rat–Kasch.
Proof. If T is a rational simple left C∗-module, i.e. a simple right C-comodule, T embeds in C . Since
C is left QcF, there is an embedding C ↪→ (C∗)I , so T embeds in (C∗)I . Now one of the projections
(C∗)I → C∗ will restrict to a nonzero morphism T → C∗ which must be an embedding since T is
simple. 
Following [6], we say that a category A is a quasi-Frobenius category if it satisﬁes the conditions:
(1) A is an abelian category with enough projectives.
(2) All projective objects in A are injective.
Proposition 4.3. Let C be a coalgebra. Then C is right QcF if and only if C is right semiperfect and MC is a
quasi-Frobenius category.
Proof. Let S be a simple left C-comodule. Since C is right semiperfect, E(S) is ﬁnite dimensional.
Thus, E(S)∗ is a ﬁnite dimensional right C-comodule, which is projective since E(S) is injective. By
hypothesis, E(S)∗ must also be injective, and this shows that E(S) is projective. Hence, C C =⊕S E(S)
is projective, and C is right QcF.
Conversely, if C is right QcF, it is well known that C is right semiperfect. Moreover, as C C is
projective, E(C S) is projective so E(C S)∗ is injective. Since these comodules form a family of projective
generators for MC , it follows that any projective right C-comodule is injective. 
We give one more deﬁnition. Recall that a category A is said to be a Frobenius category if it
satisﬁes the following conditions:
(1) A is an abelian category with enough projectives and with enough injectives.
(2) All projective objects in A are injective.
(3) All injective objects in A are projective.
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for C and categorical properties of the category of left (and that of right) C-comodules.
Theorem 4.4. Let C be a coalgebra. The following assertions are equivalent:
(i) C∗ is left Rat–Kasch and left selﬁnjective, i.e. it is left Rat-PF.
(ii) C is left and right quasi-co-Frobenius.
(iii) C∗ is right Rat–Kasch and right selﬁnjective, i.e. it is right Rat-PF.
(iv) MC and CM are Frobenius categories.
Proof. (ii) ⇒ (i) follows from Propositions 4.2 and 4.3 and the observation that C-right QcF implies
C∗ is left selﬁnjective.
For (i) ⇒ (ii) note that for each right simple comodule T there is an embedding T ↪→ C∗ . Let
C ∼=⊕S∈S E(S)nS be a decomposition of C into indecomposable injective left comodules (right C∗-
modules), where S ranges through a system of representatives S for simple left C-comodules, and
nS is the multiplicity of each E(S) in C . Similarly let C =⊕T∈T E(T )pT be a decomposition of C
into indecomposable injective right comodules (see [2, Chapter 2]). Then C∗ ∼=∏S∈S E(S)∗nS as left
C∗-modules, and the embedding T ↪→ C∗ produces an embedding T ↪→ E(S)∗ for some S ∈ S as
in the proof of the previous proposition. Since T is rational, T ⊆ Rat(E(S)∗). Now since the functor
Rat : C∗M→MC = Rat(C∗M) is a right adjoint to the inclusion functor i :MC ↪→ C∗M, and because
i is exact, we have that Rat preserves injective objects. This shows that Rat(E(S)∗) is injective in MC ,
because E(S)∗ is injective since it is a direct summand in C∗ as left C∗-modules. Therefore, it follows
that there is an embedding of the injective envelope of T into Rat(E(S)∗), E(T ) ⊆ Rat(E(S)∗) ⊆ C∗ .
This gives an embedding of left C∗-modules C =⊕T∈T E(T )pT ↪→
∐
α(C
∗) ↪→ (C∗)α (for a suitable
set α) which shows that C is left QcF.
In particular, C is left semiperfect (see [2, Chapter 3]), i.e. E(T ) is ﬁnite dimensional for all T ∈ T .
Note that whenever Rat(E(S)∗) = 0, we can ﬁnd an injective indecomposable subobject E(T ) ⊆ E(S)∗
which would then split off since the ﬁnite dimensional injective comodule E(T ) is injective also as
C∗-module (see [2, Section 2.4]). But since E(S)∗ is indecomposable (see [7, Lemma 1.4]), we get that
E(T ) = E(S)∗ . Therefore, for each S ∈ S there are 2 possibilities: either E(S)∗ is ﬁnite dimensional
and there is some T ∈ T such that E(S)∗ ∼= E(T ) – denote S0 the set of these S ∈ S or Rat(E(S)∗) = 0
– denote S ′ = S \ S0.
We now claim that Rat(C∗C∗) =⊕S∈S0(E(S)∗)nS . If r ∈ Rat(C∗C∗) = Rat(
∏
S∈S (E(S)∗)nS ), then any
projection πS of C∗ to an E(S)∗ will give an element in Rat(E(S)∗). Therefore, it follows that the coor-




Now note that Σ =⊕S∈S0(E(S)∗)nS is a quasi-ﬁnite right comodule, that is HomC (T ,Σ) is ﬁ-
nite dimensional for all simple T ∈ T . This is because each ﬁnite dimensional E(S)∗ is obviously
isomorphic to a different E(T ). Then, by [8, Example 2.9] (and the proof therein) it follows that
Σ =⊕S∈S0 (E(S)∗)nS = Rat(
∏
S∈S0(E(S)
∗)nS ), which proves the claim.
Finally, we note that
⊕
N


































Therefore, C and Rat(C∗C∗) are weakly σ -isomorphic, in the terminology of [11], i.e. coproduct powers
of these objects are isomorphic as left C∗-modules: C (N) ∼= (Rat(C∗C∗))(N) . It follows then by [11,
Theorem 1.7] that C is (left and right) QcF.
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From Proposition 4.3, we have that (ii) implies that MC and CM are Q F categories. It is well
known that both categories have enough injectives. Moreover, as C is right QcF, it is projective as
a left C-comodule, so every injective left comodule is projective and therefore CM is a Frobenius
category. Similarly, from C being left QcF we deduce that MC is a Frobenius category. So we get (ii)
implies (iv).
Conversely, if MC is a Frobenius category, then the (injective object) C is projective as a left C-
comodule and therefore C is right QcF. Similarly, from CM being a Frobenius category, we deduce that
C is left QcF. So we have (iv) implies (ii) and we are done. 
We can summarize the results on PF related properties of proﬁnite algebras:
Theorem 4.5. Let A be a proﬁnite algebra. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) A is a left (or right) PF ring.
(ii) A is a left (or right) cogenerator.
(iii) A is a QF ring.
(iv) A is a ﬁnite dimensional QF algebra.
(v) A is a left (or right) FGF ring.
(vi) A is left (or right) CF.
(vii) A is a left (or right) D-ring.
Note that, the notion of QF being symmetric, all the “right” versions will be, not only equivalent to each other,
but also equivalent to the “left” versions.
Proof. We have (iv) ⇒ (iii) ⇒ (i) ⇒ (ii) ⇒ (v) ⇒ (vi) ⇒ (vii). From Corollary 3.6, we have also
(vii) ⇒ (iv). 
Remark 4.6. Recall that a ring R is left FPF (ﬁnitely pseudo-Frobenius) if every ﬁnitely generated
faithful left module is a generator. If A is a left semiartinian and left FPF proﬁnite algebra, then A is
semilocal (see Proposition 5.1) and by Tachikawa’s theorem [4, Theorem 1.9], A is left PF. Hence by
the preceding result A is QF. This answers questions 9 and 10 of Faith’s book [4] for proﬁnite algebras.
5. (C1) and (FC) for proﬁnite algebras
In this section, we approach another conjecture of Faith for the class of proﬁnite algebras. A con-
jecture of particular interest in ring theory is the following statement:
(C1) If R is a left (or right) semiartinian ring which is left selﬁnjective, then R is QF.
In this full generality, it is not known whether it is true or not. Even with more restrictive condi-
tions, the question is still open. The next statement has come to be called Faith’s conjecture by many
authors, and is also an important open question. The reader is referred to [3] for a comprehensive
survey.
(FC) If R is a semiprimary ring (i.e. semilocal with nilpotent radical) which is left selﬁnjective, then
R is QF.
Note that, since any semiprimary ring is semiartinian, (C1) is indeed more general than (FC) (in
the sense that (C1) implies (FC)).
We prove here (C1) for proﬁnite algebras.
For each type S of simple left C-comodule denote CS its associated coalgebra, that is, CS =∑{S ′ |
S ∼= S ′ ⊂ C}, and let AS = C∗S . We then have C0 =
∑
S∈S CS , and Jac(C∗) = C⊥0 , C∗/Jac(C∗) = C∗/C⊥0 ∼=
C∗0 ∼=
∏
S∈S AS . Here CS are simple coalgebras and AS are simple ﬁnite dimensional algebras. We have
then that a pseudocompact algebra C∗ is semilocal if and only if C0 is ﬁnite dimensional. Indeed, if C0
is ﬁnite dimensional (i.e. there are only ﬁnitely many isomorphism types of simple left (right) comod-
ules), as A/Jac(A) ∼= C∗0 , we get that C∗0 is ﬁnite dimensional semisimple and there are only ﬁnitely
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this case, every simple left (right) A-module, being a left (right) AJ (A) module, is rational.
Proposition 5.1. Let C be a coalgebra such that C∗ is left (or right) semiartinian. Then C∗ is semilocal.
Proof. It follows from [12, Proposition 1.1]. 
Theorem 5.2 ((C1) for proﬁnite algebras). If A is a proﬁnite algebra which is semiartinian and left selﬁnjective
then A is a ﬁnite dimensional QF algebra.
Proof. Let A = C∗ , for C a coalgebra. With notations as before, as A is semiartinian, for each simple
left comodule S , E(S)∗ contains some simple left module T . As A is semilocal, T is rational. Again as
before, we note that in fact E(T ) must embed in E(S)∗ , so let ϕ : E(T ) → E(S)∗ be a morphism of
left C∗-modules. This yields a morphism ψ : E(S) → E(T )∗ , given by ψ(y)(x) = ϕ(x)(y). We see that
ψ(E(S)) ⊂ T⊥ , where T⊥ = {y∗ ∈ E(T )∗ | y∗(T ) = 0}. Indeed, otherwise ϕ(T )(E(S)) = ψ(E(S))(T ) = 0,
so ϕ(T ) = 0 i.e. T ⊆ ker(ϕ) = 0 which is not true. Again using [7, Lemma 1.4] we have that E(T )∗ is
cyclic local with T⊥ its unique maximal, and since ψ(E(S)) ⊂ T⊥ we get ψ(E(S)) = E(T )∗ . Therefore,
E(T )∗ is rational as a quotient of a rational module (E(S)) and so it is ﬁnite dimensional since it is
cyclic. Proceeding as before, we get that E(T ) is injective and it splits off in E(S)∗ , and therefore we
must have E(T ) ∼= E(S)∗ . This reasoning holds for each simple left comodule S , so C is ﬁnite dimen-
sional, since there are only ﬁnitely many simple left C-comodules. Therefore A is a ﬁnite dimensional
left selﬁnjective algebra, thus QF. 
Corollary 5.3 (Faith’s conjecture (FC) for proﬁnite algebras). If A is a proﬁnite semiprimary algebra which is
left selﬁnjective, then A is a ﬁnite dimensional QF algebra.
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 5.2. 
6. Some more remarks
We note an interesting fact, which shows that the left Kasch proﬁnite algebras are a priori more
complicated than the left Rat–Kasch proﬁnite algebras:
Lemma 6.1. Let A be a proﬁnite algebra and assume there are inﬁnitely many types of simple right (or, equiv-
alently, of left) rational A-modules. Then there are simple non-rational left (and also right) A-modules.
Proof. It is enough to prove this for the cosemisimple case, since any simple A-module is a simple
A/Jac(A) ∼= C∗0-module and vice versa. It is a fairly well-known fact that the maximal two-sided ideals
in C∗0 =
∏
S∈S AS are in one to one correspondence with ultraﬁlters U on the power set of S (AS are
simple algebras), and that this correspondence takes principal ultraﬁlters into maximal two-sided
ideals M of the form MS0 =
∏
S∈S\{S0} AS for S0 ∈ S , and A/MS0 is a simple ﬁnite dimensional
algebra whose only type of simple left module is (isomorphic to) S∗0. In fact, MS0 = ann(S∗0), for all
S0 ∈ S .
It is then enough to take a non-principal ultraﬁlter U (e.g. one containing the Frechet ﬁlter) and
consider a simple left AM -module T (they are all isomorphic). Then T  S
∗
0 for S0 ∈ S , since otherwise
M ⊆ ann(T ) = ann(S∗0) = MS0 , so M = MS0 , which is impossible by choice. But as S∗0 for S0 ∈ S are
the simple rational left C∗-modules (simple right C-comodules), it follows that T is not rational. 
We now characterize the left Kasch property for proﬁnite algebras.
Proposition 6.2. Let A be a proﬁnite algebra, and let C be any coalgebra such that A = C∗ . If H is a simple
A-module which embeds in A, then H is a rational C∗-module.
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is a product of duals of injective envelopes of simple left C-comodules, we can ﬁnd a nonzero pro-
jection ψ : H → E(S)∗ , which is injective since H is simple. Fix h ∈ H , h = 0. By the injectivity,
ψ(h) = 0 so there is x ∈ E(S) such that ψ(h)(x) = 0. Let N = x · C∗ , which is a ﬁnite dimensional left
C-comodule. Let ψ0 : H → N∗ deﬁned by ψ0(s) = ψ(s)|N . Note that for any 0 = s ∈ H , there is c∗ ∈ C∗
such that h = c∗ · s, because H = C∗ · s (H is simple). Then we have
ψ0(s)
(
x · c∗)= ψ(s)(x · c∗)= ψ(c∗ · s)(x)
= ψ(h)(x) = 0.
This shows that ψ0(s) = 0. Therefore, ψ0 is injective. Thus, H embeds in N∗ , and since N∗ is rational
(since N is a ﬁnite dimensional left C-comodule), it follows that H is a simple rational C∗-module. 
Corollary 6.3. The following are equivalent for a proﬁnite algebra A.
(i) A is left Kasch.
(ii) A is semilocal and left Rat–Kasch.
(iii) A = C∗ for some almost connected coalgebra C , and A is left Rat–Kasch.
(Note: if A is semilocal, then left (right) Rat–Kasch does not depend on the coalgebra C for which C∗ = A).
Proof. Let C be a coalgebra such that C∗ = A. If C0 is inﬁnite dimensional, by Proposition 6.1 it
follows that there are some non-rational C∗-modules. But by Proposition 6.2 if A is left (or right)
Kasch, then any simple left A-module is C∗-rational. This shows (i) ⇒ (ii), (iii). For the converse, note
that if A = C∗ is semilocal, equivalently, C0 is ﬁnite dimensional, then any simple A = C∗-module is
C∗-rational, since A/Jac(A) ∼= C∗0 is ﬁnite dimensional semisimple. Thus, in this case, left Rat–Kasch is
equivalent to left Kasch. 
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